
RANK MODIFICATIONS OF SEMI-DEFINITE MATRICES WITHAPPLICATIONS TO SECANT UPDATESMOODY T. CHU� , R. E. FUNDERLICy AND GENE H. GOLUBzAbstract. The BFGS and DFP updates are perhaps the most successful Hessian and inverseHessian approximations respectively for unconstrained minimization problems. This paper describesthese methods in terms of two successive steps: rank reduction and rank restoration. From ranksubtractivity and a powerful spectral result, the �rst step must necessarily result in a positive semi-de�nite matrix; and the second step is designed to restore positive de�niteness. The goal of the researchis to better understand the workings of the BFGS and DFP updates to see how they may be modi�edand yet retain their basic rank and spectral characteristics. The class of BFGS and DFP updates isgeneralized both in terms of choices for update vectors and rank of the modi�cations in the formulas.The rank restoration step generalizes naturally to rectangular matrices.Key words. Rank-one reduction, Wedderburn theorem, BFGS update, DFP update, quasi-Newtonmethods, rank subtractivity, rank additivity,AMS(MOS) subject classi�cations. 65F30,65K05,49D151. Introduction. A typical way of solving the problemminx2Rn f(x)(1)where f : Rn �! R is twice continuously di�erentiable is to apply Newton's method tothe system of equations g(x) := rf(x) = 0:(2)Even when modi�ed to ensure global convergence, however, Newton's method su�ersfrom a main disadvantage in that the Jacobian G(x) of g(x) (i.e., the Hessian of f(x))is often unavailable or very expensive to compute. For this reason, considerable e�ortshave been made to develop cheap and reasonable approximations to either G(x) or itsinverse, hence the introduction of the so called quasi-Newton methods.Since the Hessian is always symmetric and often positive de�nite (especially near theoptimal solution), it is important that an approximate Hessian should also possess theseproperties. Among existing secant methods, perhaps the two most successful Hessianand inverse Hessian approximations in the literature that preserve these properties arethe BFGS update and the DFP update [5, 8]. In this paper we consider these methodsas consisting of two successive steps|rank reduction and rank restoration. From this� Department of Mathematics, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-8205. This research was supported in part by National Science Foundation under grant DMS-9422280.y Department of Computer Science, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-8206.z Department of Computer Science, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305. This research wassupported in part by National Science Foundation under grant CCR-9505393.1



viewpoint, we develop general conditions on how the rank modi�cation should be carriedout to maintain the positive semi-de�niteness. This development generalizes the classof BFGS and DFP updates both in terms of choices for update vectors and rank of themodi�cations.For the purposes of this paper we quickly recapitulate the updates involved in theBFGS and DFP formulas: Let xc and x+ denote, respectively, the current and the nextapproximate of the optimal solution. The secant equation for the approximation H+ ofG(x+) is H+sc = yc(3)where sc := x+ � xcyc := g(x+)� g(xc):The BFGS update H+ from Hc is given byH+ := Hc � HcscsTc HcsTc Hcsc + ycyTcyTc sc :(4)On the other hand, the secant equation for the approximation K+ of G(x+)�1 isK+yc = sc;(5)and the corresponding DFP update K+ from Kc is given byK+ := Kc � KcycyTc KcyTc Kcyc + scsTcsTc yc :(6)It is interesting to note the dual relationship between (4) and (6) with the interchangesH $ K and yc $ sc. Since only the secant equation and the format of the updatematter in our discussion, the duality enables us not to di�erentiate between BFGSand DFP; however, in practice, a general consensus is that the BFGS update performsbetter than the DFP update. Because of the duality we will refer only to BFGS in thesequel. Equation (4) is the focus of this paper.We use the terminology that the rank of a matrix H is reduced or that a matrix Mreduces the rank of H to mean that H �M has rank less than that of H. One of ourprimary themes will be to show that the (subtractive) second term of the right side of(4) precisely reduces the rank of Hc by one while the (additive) third term of the rightside precisely restores the rank by one. In order to better understand the BFGS updateformula in terms of these two steps of reduction and restoration we use the notationH �M + P;2



where the subtraction H�M denotes the rank reduction �rst step of the BFGS update,and the addition (H �M) + P denotes the rank restoration second step of the update.We will see that any matrix of the formM = Hs(sTHs)�1sTH(7)when subtracted from H reduces the rank of H by one. Conversely, if the rank of His symmetrically reduced by one, then the reducing matrix must be of the form (7).Moreover, we show that H �M is positive semi-de�nite if H is positive semi-de�nite.The rank restoration step of adding a matrix P of the form ��1yyT to H � M ischaracterized and analyzed for the conditions on � and y to be e�ective. For this rankrestoration we show exactly how the scalar � and the vector y must relate to M . Alsonecessary and su�cient conditions are given for maintaining positive de�niteness. Theunderlying rationale for the rank one steps of rank reduction and restoration generalizesnaturally to matrices M and P of rank higher than one. For the generalization, ratherthan y and s vectors, we use upper case letters Y and S for matrices of rank(M)columns. The BFGS and DFP formulas motivated the research of this paper. It is ourgoal always to relate our results to these formulas even though the setting is generalizedto rank greater than one.Any symmetric update with rank at most two of a symmetric positive de�nitematrix Hc is of the form:H+ = Hc + h y z i " p qq r # " yTzT #(8)where y; z are vectors and p; q; r are scalars. In an earlier paper, Brodlie et al. [2]studied a special case of (8), i.e.,H+ = Hc + h u Hcv i " vTHcv 11 0 # " uT(Hcv)T # :(9)Their strategy expresses the update in product formH+ = (I + uvT )Hc(I + uvT )Tthereby maintaining the positive semi-de�niteness. Although we also specialize our ranktwo update, we do so by constraining one part of the update to come from a generalrank one subtractivity update. From our general, but constrained, setting we answerhow to complete the rank two update to arrive again at a positive de�nite matrix. Weshow how to do this in complete generality with the BFGS update inferred as a specialcase. In addition (apparently in contrast to the approach of (8)), the dissection intorank reduction and restoration naturally generalizes to higher rank cases.We begin in x2 with a brief discussion of several known results used as tools to helpunderstand the phenomena of rank reduction and restoration observed in the BFGSupdate formula. In particular, we review the Wedderburn rank reduction formula andits generalization. These rank subtractivity characterizations, i.e., rank(H � M) =3



rank(H) � rank(M), are important for both the rank reduction and rank restorationsteps. The rank subtractivity characterizations are followed by a rank addition char-acterization, i.e., rank(A+ P ) = rank(A) + rank(P ), that is key to understanding therestoration step. Finally a spectral result due to Weyl [13] and a simple consequenceshow that the reduction step results in a positive semi-de�nite matrix. In x3 we presentour main results. We begin with a general rank reduction result for symmetric positivede�nite matrices followed by a general rank-restoration theorem for rectangular matri-ces and a symmetric rank-restoration theorem directly applicable to the BFGS update.We conclude with a characterization of maintaining positive de�niteness with its appli-cation to the BFGS update. All our higher rank generalizations are applicable to BFGSas a special case. Finally, in x4 we summarize our results and point to future work thatwould include the simultaneous use of multiple vectors for quasi-Newton methods.2. Preliminaries. We begin with a simple, but far reaching, result �rst provedby Wedderburn [12, p.69].Lemma 2.1. If x 2 Rn and y 2 Rm are vectors such that ! = yTAx 6= 0, then thematrix B := A� !�1AxyTA(10)has rank exactly one less than the rank of A.Egerv�ary [7], though apparently unaware of Wedderburn's result, proved the com-plete characterization of rank one subtractivity:Lemma 2.2. Let u 2 Rm and v 2 Rn. Then the rank of the matrix B = A���1uvTis less than that of A if and only if there are vectors x 2 Rn and y 2 Rm such thatu = Ax, v = ATy and � = yTAx, in which case rank(B) = rank(A)� 1.The Wedderburn rank-one reduction formula (10) has led to a general matrix fac-torization process (e.g., the LDU and QR decompositions, the Lanczos algorithm andthe singular value decomposition are special cases [3]). The following generalization [4]of Lemma 2.2 and its symmetric analogue are key in generalizing the BFGS method tohigher rank modi�cations. We use the terminology full rank factorization [1] of a matrixA to mean any factorization X�Y T of A such that X and Y each have rank(A) linearlyindependent columns and � is nonsingular. One way to show such factorizations alwaysexist is to consider an ordered singular value factorization. The diagonal matrix canbe reduced to having only nonzero singular values, and the appropriate last rows orcolumns can be deleted from the other factors.Lemma 2.3. (General Rank-Subtractivity Lemma) Let UR�1V T be a given fullrank factorization of a given matrix M . Then rank(A �M) = rank(A) � rank(M) ifand only if U = AX, V T = Y TA and Y TAX = R for some matrices X and Y .Though Lemma 2.3 is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 2.2, both resultsinclude somewhat subtle implicit considerations of size and rank. For example,X;Y;Uand V each have full column rank equal to rank(M) = rank(R) since Y TAX = R andUR�1V T is a full rank decomposition of M .The symmetric analogue, Lemma 2.4, of Lemma 2.3 seems to have been overlookedin the various papers on rank subtractivity. This symmetric version is used for both4



steps of the BFGS method and their generalizations. The rank one case of Lemma 2.4not only shows that the �rst step of BFGS always reduces the rank of Hc by one, butthe converse shows that if the �rst step reduces the rank of Hc by one, then the matrixthat e�ected the reduction must be of the form M = Hs(sTHs)�1sTH.Lemma 2.4. (Symmetric Rank-Subtractivity Lemma) Let H and M be symmetricmatrices. Then rank(H �M) = rank(H)� rank(M) if and only if there is a matrix Ssuch that M = HS(STHS)�1STHProof. We �rst prove the if part. By the assumption that STHS is invertible,the form of M is a full column rank factorization. Lemma 2.3 immediately gives ranksubtractivity.Now we prove the only if part. Due to its symmetry, a full rank decomposition ofM of the form M = UR�1UT(11)always exists. By Lemma 2.3, there are matrices S and Y such that U = HS, UT =Y TH = STHT = STH, and Y THS = R. But Y TH = STH so that R = STHS.Substituting in (11) gives M = HS(STHS)�1STH:The assertion is proved.The following result from [4, Theorem 3.1] is the key to understanding and gen-eralizing the rank restoration step of the BFGS method and its resulting nonsingularmatrix.Lemma 2.5. (General Rank-Additivity Lemma) Let A and P be any matrices thatare additively compatible. Then rank is additive,rank(A+ P ) = rank(A) + rank(P );if and only if there is a matrix B such that AB = 0, BA = 0 and PBP = P .This rank additivity result can be understood quite intuitively and reasonably, e.g.,let A := diag(1; 0; 0) and P := diag(0; 0; 2). Then a su�cient matrix B is diag(0; 0; 12)as B annihilates A on both sides and is an appropriate generalized inverse for P . IfP were rather diag(1; 0; 2), then there is no matrix B that both annihilates A and(generalized) inverts PFurther insight into Lemma 2.5 comes from realizing why there is no simple formulafor the matrix P (in terms of A) when rank is additive, as there is for the matrix Mwhen rank is subtractive. In fact the subtractive result gives this insight by observing:B = A+ P , A = B � P . From the Wedderburn generalization, Lemma 2.3, appliedto B � P;P must be a function of B which means any possible formula for P in theadditive rank result must be implicit because of this dependence of P on B.The next result appears in [10, p. 70], and Stewart [11, p. 203] traced the resultback to a 1912 paper by Weyl [13] and showed its relation to the Wielandt-Ho�manTheorem. 5



Lemma 2.6. (Weyl) Let H and B be symmetric and the eigenvalues of H, B andH +B be denoted by �i, �i and �i respectively with orderings�n � �n�1 � : : : � �1;�n � �n�1 � : : : � �1;�n � �n�1 � : : : � �1:Then �n � �i � �i � �1(12)for i = 1; : : : ; n.We now give a simple consequence of Weyl's lemma, Lemma 2.6, that is importantfor the rank reduction step of the BFGS method.Lemma 2.7. If H 2 Rn�n is symmetric positive de�nite and B is symmetric, thenH +B has at least n� rank(B) positive eigenvalues.Proof. Arrange all the eigenvalues as in Weyl's lemma, Lemma 2.6. Observe thatthe smallest eigenvalue �n of H is positive. Also exactly n � rank(B) eigenvalues �i,say, i = r; r� 1; : : : ; r� (n� rank(B)� 1) for a certain r, of B are zero. It follows from(12) that at least these eigenvalues �i, i = r; r� 1; : : : ; r� (n� rank(B)� 1), of H +Bmust be positive.3. Main Results. In this section we discuss four results generalizing the two stepsof of the BFGS formula. The �rst theorem with rank(M) = 1 along with the Wedder-burn rank-one reduction formula (10) guarantees that if Hc is positive de�nite, then the�rst step of BFGS results in a positive semi-de�nite matrix with one zero eigenvalue.Theorem 3.1. (Rank Reduction Theorem) Suppose that H is symmetric positivesemi-de�nite, M is symmetric and rank(H �M) = rank(H)� rank(M). Then H �Mis positive semi-de�nite.Proof. We �rst prove the theorem whenH is positive de�nite. By letting the matrix�M take the role of B in Lemma 2.7, H �M must have at least n� rank(M) positiveeigenvalues. From the hypothesis that H�M is rank subtractive, H�M has rank(M)zero eigenvalues. Thus we have accounted for all the eigenvalues of H �M , and theyare all either positive or zero. Thus H �M is positive semi-de�nite.Suppose now H is only semi-de�nite. We can diagonalize H so that any rankde�ciency is depicted by trailing zeros in the lower-right block of the diagonal matrixD = UTHU . The rank subtractivity hypothesis and Lemma 2.4 ensure thatM = HS(STHS)�1STHfor some matrix S. The inertia ofH �M = H �HS(STHS)�1STHis equivalent to that of D �DZ(ZTDZ)�1ZTD6



where UTS = Z. Note that the zero structure in D eliminates any e�ect from Z in thelower-right corner of D. Thus it su�ces to consider the leading nonzero portion of Dwhich is positive de�nite.We can consider the rank subtractivity, Lemma 2.3, and rank additivity, Lemma 2.5,lemmas as characterizations of rank reduction and restoration for an arbitrary matrixA. We now characterize rank restoration of any matrix A := H�M such that A's rankis subtractive, i.e., rank(H �M) = rank(H)� rank(M). Though this general result isnot necessary for BFGS, we would be remiss to omit it because it is almost identicalto the BFGS symmetric restoration result that is given immediately after the generalresult. In addition, it is possible the future may bring application for nonsymmetricor rectangular matrices, (e.g., methods related to Broyden updates have been given byGerber and Luk [9] who made use of rectangular matrices, and Deuhard, Freund andWalter [6] developed secant methods with nonsymmetric matrices).Theorem 3.2. (General Rank-Restoration Theorem) Let rank(H�M) = rank(H)�rank(M); therefore, by the general rank-subtractivity lemma, Lemma 2.3,M = HS2(ST1 HS2)�1ST1Hfor some matrices S1 and S2. Let P be a matrix of rank(M), and let P = Y1��1Y T2 bea full rank decomposition. Then the following results hold:1. If Y T2 S2 and Y T1 S1 are nonsingular, then the rank is restored, i.e.,rank[(H �M) + P ] = rank(H):(13)2. Conversely, if H has full column or row rank and (13) holds, then Y T2 S2 orY T1 S1 are nonsingular respectively.Proof. To prove the �rst part of the theorem, de�neA := H �M = H �HS2(ST1HS2)�1ST1 H;and B := S2(Y T2 S2)�1�(ST1 Y1)�1ST1 :Clearly both AS2 = 0 and ST1 A = 0; therefore AB = 0 and BA = 0. Furthermore, bydirect veri�cation, PBP = P . Thus from the general rank additivity lemma, Lemma 2.5we haverank[(H �M) + P ] = rank(H �M) + rank(P ) = rank(H)� rank(M) + rank(P ):Note thatrank(P ) = rank(Yi) = rank(Y Ti Si) = rank(ST1HS2) = rank(M); i = 1; 2;where the �rst and the last equalities are due to the full rank decomposition, while thesecond and the third equalities follow from the non-singularity of Y Ti Si and ST1HS2.The assertion (13) therefore is proved. 7



We prove the second part of the theorem by contradiction. Suppose H has fullcolumn rank and Y T2 S2 is singular. Then there would be a nonzero vector x such thatS2x 6= 0 and Y T2 S2x = 0. But then (H�M+P )S2x = 0, a contradiction to H�M+Phaving full column rank since rank(H �M + P ) = rank(H). The proof of the full rowcase is similar.We now give the symmetric rank restoration theorem which for rank(M) = 1provides considerable understanding of the second step of BFGS. Recall that the �rststep, the reduction step, involves a rank one matrix M which reduces the rank of Hby one. The second step, the restoration step of BFGS, restores the rank of H �M tothat of H. In the BFGS case, the restoration results in a nonsingular matrix. Alongwith the maintenance of positive de�niteness we will discuss this further at the end ofthe section speci�cally using the notation of BFGS (4).Theorem 3.3. (Symmetric Rank-Restoration Theorem) Suppose H and M aresymmetric matrices satisfying rank(H �M) = rank(H) � rank(M); therefore, by thesymmetric rank subtractivity lemma, Lemma 2.4,M = HS(STHS)�1STHfor some matrix S. Let P be a symmetric matrix of rank(S), and let P = Y ��1Y T bea full rank decomposition. Then the following results hold:1. If Y TS is nonsingular, then the rank is restored, i.e.,rank[(H �M) + P ] = rank(H):(14)2. Conversely, if H is nonsingular and (14) holds, then Y TS is nonsingular.Proof. The proof is immediate from the general rank-restoration theorem, Theorem3.2, with the choice S := S1 = S2.Notice in Lemma 3.3 that the restoration step (adding a matrix P ) speci�callypresupposes a reduction step (subtracting a matrix M) that has a necessary structure.The actual relationship of the restoration step to the reduction step is particularlyimportant. Just as M has a factor S, P has a factor Y . For rank to be restored, Y andS must be related in the fundamental way of the symmetric restoration theorem.It is important to note that the assumption of H being nonsingular (or having fullcolumn or row rank in the more general restoration theorem) cannot be weakened inthe second part of the above theorem. To see this, use the notation of ei to denoteprincipal axis vectors, and let H = diag(1; 1; 0) = e1eT1 + e2eT2 ;M = diag(1; 0; 0) = e1eT1and P = diag(0; 0; 1) = e3eT3 . These choices result in a successful rank restorationto H � M + P = diag(1; 0; 1), i.e., rank(H � M + P ) = rank(H) = 2; however,yTs = eT3 e1 = 0, a singular matrix of order one.The main concern for application of the BFGS process is not only the rank restora-tion, but also the maintenance of positive de�niteness. Toward this end, we providethe next result which completely characterizes the generalization of the BFGS process,the main goal of this paper. After this corollary we discuss its application to the basicBFGS process. 8



Corollary 3.4. Let H;M;P; S and Y be the same as in Theorem 3.3. Supposefurther that H is positive de�nite. Then H �M + P is positive de�nite if and only ifP is positive semi-de�nite and Y TS is nonsingular.Proof. We �rst prove the if part. Note that the non-singularity of Y TS alreadyimplies the non-singularity of H �M + P from the �rst part of the symmetric restora-tion theorem, Theorem 3.3. To infer that H �M + P is positive de�nite we need onlydetermine that it is positive semi-de�nite. We know from the reduction theorem, The-orem 3.1, that H �M is positive semi-de�nite. Together with the assumption that Pis positive semi-de�nite, H �M + P is positive de�nite.We now prove the only if part. First, Y TS is nonsingular by the second part of thesymmetric restoration theorem, Theorem 3.3, since H �M +P has full rank; thereforerank(P ) = rank(H �M + P )� rank(H �M):By Theorem 3.1 where the role of H is played by H �M + P and M by H �M , weconclude that P is positive semi-de�nite.We now consider the rami�cations of the symmetric restoration theorem for theBFGSmethod. Recall that the symmetricWedderburn rank-subtractive result, Lemma 2.4,guarantees that the rank of Hc is reduced by one in the reduction step of the BFGSformula (4) (repeated here):H+ := Hc � HcscsTc HcsTc Hcsc + ycyTcyTc sc :Thus for the BFGS formula to be well-de�ned sTc Hcsc 6= 0 and yTc sc 6= 0 and the latterinequality means that Y TS is nonsingular in the symmetric restoration theorem. Thus,the BFGS formula, composed of its reduction and restoration steps yields a symmetricnonsingular matrix. Moreover, H+ is positive de�nite if and only if (yTc sc)�1ycyTc ispositive semi-de�nite which is equivalent to yTc sc > 0.In summary, if Hc is positive de�nite and sc and yc are any vectors such thatyTc sc > 0, then sTc Hcsc > 0, and P is positive semi-de�nite so that H+ is positivede�nite. Conversely, if there are vectors sc and yc for which H+ is positive de�nite,then necessarily yTc sc > 0. Though this converse and the higher rank characterizationsgiven in the general and symmetric restoration theorems are apparently new, there hasbeen previous work on maintenance of positive de�niteness associated with the additiveterm of H+. R. Fletcher ([8] , Theorem 3.2.2, page 54) used a di�erent approach toshow that yTc sc > 0 implies the updated Hessian is positive de�nite.4. Summary and Conclusions. Upon examining the BFGS and the DFP up-date formulas (4) and (6), we realize that the two rank-one updates involved have thefunction of, in addition to satisfying the secant equation, �rst reducing and then restor-ing the rank of the original matrix by one while maintaining positive de�niteness. Thesenotions of rank reduction and rank restoration, along with maintaining positive de�-niteness, have been generalized in this paper to include higher rank modi�cations in theBFGS formula. Speci�cally, the Wedderburn result and its generalization, Lemma 2.3,9
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